
INTRODUCTION

Data security and disaster recovery are on
many minds right now. One of the oft-cited high
vulnerabilities is Storage Area Network (SAN)
security. As SANs get ever larger, physical mon-
itoring and security management are no longer
feasible or cost-effective. Complex environ-
ments present a challenge to allow secure SAN
resource sharing among multiple devices, and
sometimes even multiple locations. A more
automated method of access, authorization,
authentication and control granularity is key.
One vital area of exposure is data in transit. Any
potential movement of data among multiple
devices creates a window of vulnerability. Data
traveling over the SAN is exposed to potential
threat from a number of sources, not only mali-
cious, but also procedural.

DATA IN TRANSIT

Data in transit is susceptible to path corrup-
tion and needs a central manager to control
path access and ensure that the data retains its
integrity. A central, automatic, intelligent
manager can assign unique paths for each
device to the server so there is no chance of
corruption. This “traffic cop” makes sure that
when one device is backing up to a specific
tape drive, there is no other path to that partic-
ular device that can be used at the same time.
This policing of data movement is essential to
preserving data’s integrity and security. No
other access to that data is allowed other than
the centrally defined one. If data does not have
such a unique path, but can co-mingle with
other data on other paths, all integrity and
security are lost.

A number of unique identifiers can be used
to set up well-defined paths, such as SCSI IDs
plus serial numbers for the tape drives. If a
tape library on the SAN has 10 tape drives, it

would appear that the server has 10 tape drives,
each locally attached, so that there is no
crossover. The number of paths that are defined
is much greater than the number of paths that
can be used at any single time. The number of
tape drives limits the number of available paths.

Previously an administrator would have to
manually define each path and check its
validity, which, as noted, could be a terribly
time-consuming task. An intelligent, central-
ized “traffic cop” can do it automatically.

THE BACKUP TAPE

Another important facet of data security,
though it is not limited to SANs, is the physi-
cal location of the backup tape. It is important,
not only in terms of a natural or other disaster
recovery effort, but also because common theft
of hardware is increasing. However, as many
businesses learned, in the wake of major dis-
asters over the last several years, the actual
physical location for a backup tape is of para-
mount importance. If it is present on the
premises where the disaster has occurred, it
probably is not of much use, as it may have
been destroyed as well. Standard protocol should
call for some generation of backup tapes to be
stored offsite in a remote and secure location.
While many backup or system administrators
shun this because of their desire to have the
backup media near at hand for smaller, much
more common restores, there are several meth-
ods to overcome these contradictory goals.

If an administrator is making incremental
backups daily and base backups weekly, the
weekly or monthly backups can be stored off-
site, while keeping the incremental backups on
hand for common daily restores. This can be a
problem for restores if the data needing to be
restored has not changed recently, and so is
only in the base, not the incremental. Whether
this is an option depends on the need for

immediacy in data restoration. Waiting for a
base tape to be brought back onsite may not be
a viable choice. However, if the recent data is
more mission-critical, this is not a viable solu-
tion. Making a copy of the backup for expor-
tation offsite daily is a much safer option.

There are some backup solutions that can
produce copies or “twinned” backups at the time
of the backup, consuming no additional down or
administrator’s time, which can be a real cost-
and labor-saving feature. Alternatively, an
administrator can make the copy manually, after
the backup. This can incur some additional time
costs, but may well be worth it in terms of over-
all safety and restore ability. Another option is
for an enterprise to directly back up to a tape in
a remote location so the tape is never onsite at
all, unless needed for a restore. Whichever way
an enterprise does it, having an offsite backup is
of vital importance in their data security. It is
also important that the backup can be restored to
an offsite machine, with data and catalog intact,
if the original machine is damaged or unavail-
able. A complete business continuance plan
requires this capability.

CONCLUSION

While many administrators would prefer
not to think about data in transit and the back-
up tape, these issues are fundamental to basic
business continuance and security.  
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